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TABLE 1 Overview of selection, breeding, and testing for coastal Douglas-fir and western
hemlock

Species

Number
of parents
in test Breeding designs

Number
of test
sites

Test latitude
range

Test
elevation
range

Douglas-fir 565 • Diallel
• Open pollinated

100 48.4° to 50.4° 0 to 700 m

Western
hemlock

324 • Pollen mix
• Open pollinated

  48.4° to 51.0° 0 to 1150 m

Introduction

Coastal Douglas-fir and western hem-
lock breeding programs began in the
late s with the selection of better
trees from natural stands throughout
the coastal area. Extensive breeding
and testing of these selected parents
was carried out to learn more about
genetic diversity patterns and per-
formance stability, and to identify
which parent trees produced offspring
with superior performance potential.

The testing programs allowed iden-
tification of superior parents from the
original selections made in natural
stands (Table ). Information on the
long-term growth and yield of off-
spring from these parents is needed to
better predict volume and value gains
relative to natural-stand seed. Data are
also needed to assist with the adjust-
ment of growth models to account

for genetic gains. The first series of
trials to provide this information for
Douglas-fir and western hemlock was
planted in .

Realized-gain trials

The principal objectives of realized-
gain trials are to ) compare the
growth and stand dynamics of natural
stand to genetically selected trees,
) provide data to calibrate growth
models over the full range of genetic
gains available, and ) demonstrate
volume gains on an area basis. The
first series of realized-gain trials
(Table ) is designed as follows:
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Douglas-fir
. Natural-stand seed (a mix of eight

seedlots from the maritime seed-
zone-source elevations ranging
from  to  m)
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 2. First-generation orchard seed
(a mix of seven seedlots from
first-generation seed orchards;
represents gains from initial
selections in wild stands)

. Top crosses (a mix of  crosses
among better parents from the
testing program; average breeding
value for age- volume = )

. Poor crosses (a mix of  crosses
representing poor performing par-
ents from the testing program;
average breeding value for age-

volume = )
Western hemlock
. Natural-stand seed (a mix of 

wild-stand seedlots from the mari-
time seed-zone-source elevations
from  to  m)

. Mid-cross (a single mid-performing
cross from the progeny testing
program)

. Top cross (a single cross between
best parents from the progeny test-
ing program)
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Douglas-fir
• four genetic levels
• four blocks of  trees ( by 

tree blocks)/genetic level/site
• total of  blocks of  trees per

site, plus surround trees
• stock: -year-old styro –

Western hemlock
• three genetic levels (Misty Lake

site has two levels)
• four blocks of  trees ( by 

tree blocks)/genetic level/site
• total of  blocks of  trees per

site, plus surround trees
• stock: -year-old styro –

ResultsResultsResultsResultsResults

Douglas-fir
Average -year heights from planting
for both the Cowichan and Chehalis
sites are shown in Figure a. Based on
an analysis of variance using -tree
plot means, height differences be-
tween the top-cross, seed orchard, and
natural stand genetic levels are signifi-
cant (P<.), but no significant
difference (P>.) is apparent be-
tween the natural stand and the poor
cross. The early gain in height for the
top-cross trees over the natural-stand
trees is in agreement with predictions
from progeny tests. Of interest is
the superior performance of first-
generation orchard seed relative to
natural-stand seed.

Western hemlock
Average -year heights from planting
for three sites are shown in Figure b.
Superiority of both the top-cross and
mid-cross families over the natural-
stand seed is evident at an early age
across all sites.

ConclusionsConclusionsConclusionsConclusionsConclusions

Results from these trials support gain
predictions from progeny tests. Al-
though the plantations are still young,
data collected in future years will
show the amount of gain realized on a
volume/hectare basis. The top-cross
seed used for both Douglas-fir and
western hemlock is representative of
the genetic quality of seed now be-
coming available from new orchards,

TABLE 2 Realized-gain trial test locations for Douglas-fir and western hemlock

Species Site name Latitude Longitude Elevation

Fdc Cowichan River 48.75° 123.82° 120 m

Fdc Chehalis River 49.32° 121.95° 390 m

Hw Coal Harbour 50.58° 127.68° 200 m

Hw Jordan River 48.43° 124.02°   80 m

Hw Misty Lake 50.65° 127.33°   70 m





and from existing orchards that are heavily
rogued to remove poor-performing
parents.

Gains from seedlots originating from
the first-generation Douglas-fir orchards
show that the mass selection procedures
used in wild stands were successful, and
that plantations established from this seed
will show significant genetic gains.

Early height gains may also mean
savings in vegetation management
costs on some sites. This benefit be-
comes increasingly important as
brush control options are reduced by
environmental concerns. In addition,
earlier site green-up will increase
management options on adjacent
lands.
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FIGURE 1a Douglas-fir age-three height means by genetic type for two test sites
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FIGURE 1b Western hemlock age-three height means by genetic type for three test sites
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